ABSTRACT

The LMK0461x device family is the industry’s highest performance with lowest power jitter cleaner family with dual PLLs called PLL1 and PLL2. PLL1 is a very low bandwidth PLL that uses an external VCXO as voltage control oscillator. PLL2 is a high bandwidth PLL with an integrated high performance LC oscillator. LMK04610 provides 10 differential outputs and the LMK04616 provides 16 differential outputs in addition to a pair of LVCMOS outputs.

To avoid coupling between different blocks, LMK046xx devices have a number of supply pins. A number of DC-DC converters are selected to power LMK04616 and their impact on the phase noise performance of the output clocks is analyzed in this document. Although all the LAB measurement results presented in this document are taken on LMK04616 EVM, they are also applicable to the LMK04610. The device is configured to accept a 122.88-MHz input clock frequency, 122.88-MHz VCXO and all output frequencies are programmed to 122.88 MHz.
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1 Supply Pins in the LMK04616 and LMK04610 Devices

Figure 1 shows the different supply pins for LMK0461x. The description of the supply pins is given in Table 1.

![Supply Pins](image)

**Table 1. Supply Pin Descriptions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIN NAME</th>
<th>LEVEL (V)</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VDD_CORE</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Power supply for core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDD_IO</td>
<td>1.8–3.3</td>
<td>Power supply for input block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDD_OSC</td>
<td>1.8–3.3</td>
<td>Power supply for OSCout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDD_PLL1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Power supply for PLL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDD_PLL2CORE</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Power supply for PLL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDD_PLL2OSC</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Power supply for PLL2 VCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDDO_X/Y</td>
<td>1.8–3.3</td>
<td>Power supply for CLKoutX and CLKoutY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although each supply pin has on-chip LDO to provide additional decoupling and PSRR, ensure VDD_PLL1 is clean, because the VCXO control block directly runs on VDD_PLL1.
2 Recommended Power Supply Connections

The power supply connections, as shown in Figure 2, are recommended for the LMK04616 and LMK04610. For further details, refer to the corresponding EVM user guides.

![Recommended Power Supply Connections](image)

Figure 2. Recommended Power Supply Connections

3 Using DC-DC Power Supplies for LMK0461x

LMK0461x power pins can be supplied through an LDO and/or DC-DC converters. Impact of the DC-DC converters on the output clock phase noise is analyzed in this document. A number of low-noise DC-DC converters from Texas Instruments power products can be used with LMK046xx devices.

3.1 DC-DC Converters

The DC-DC converters in Table 2 are used for the clock phase noise bench measurements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC-DC CONVERTER PART NUMBER</th>
<th>OUTPUT VOLTAGE (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPS62150</td>
<td>1.8-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS62743</td>
<td>1.8-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS62240</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS62621</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS62231-Q1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS62080</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS54320</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS54620</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS54418</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS54824</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Bench Measurements

4.1 DC-DC Converter – TPS62150

TPS62150 DC-DC is mounted on the LMK04616 and LMK04610 EVMs provided by Texas Instruments. The DC-DC is configured like recommended in TPS62150EVM. The switching frequency is set to 1.25 MHz and output ripple is < 3 mV for $I_{out} = 1$ A as per the DC-DC data sheet. The phase noise results by using TPS62150 DC-DC converter supplying power to the LMK04616 are presented in the following sections.

4.1.1 All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Connected to DC-DC Converter (1.8 V)

The supply configuration shown in Figure 2 was used for the measurement and the output phase noise is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 2
### 4.1.2 VDD_CORE Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

As shown in the supply configuration in Figure 4, VDD_CORE is connected to the DC-DC converter supplying 3.3 V, all other supplies are on LDOs. The output clock phase noise is shown in Figure 5. There is a marginal degradation in the phase noise performance below 1-KHz offset frequency.

![Supply Configuration Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.** VDD_CORE is Powered by to the DC-DC Converter

![Phase Noise Graph](image)

**Figure 5.** CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 4
4.1.3 VDD_PLL1 Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

As shown in the Figure 6, only VDD_PLL1 is supplied with the DC-DC converter output at 3.3 V. There is a significant increase in phase noise at 100-Hz offset. Comparing the phase noise numbers in Figure 7 and Figure 3, the phase noise at 100-Hz offset degrades to –97.9 dBc/Hz when VDD_PLL1 is connected to the DC-DC converter, compared to –107.2 dBc/Hz when the VDD_PLL1 is connected to a low-noise LDO output.

![Figure 6. VDD_PLL1 Powered by the DC-DC Converter](image)

![Figure 7. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 6](image)
4.1.4 VDD_PLL2CORE Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

The supply connections are shown in Figure 8. Connecting the VCC_PLL2CORE to the DC-DC converter shows almost no degradation in the phase noise performance.

Figure 8. VDD_PLL2CORE Powered by the DC-DC Converter

Figure 9. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 8
4.1.5 VDD_PLL2OSC Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

Figure 10. VDD_PLL2OSC Powered by the DC-DC Converter

Figure 11. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 10
4.1.6 VDD_OSC Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

The supply configuration is shown in the Figure 12 where the VDD_OSC is connected to the DC-DC converter. No degradation in phase noise performance is observed as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. VDD_OSC Connected to DC-DC

Figure 13. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 12
4.1.7 All LMK046xx Supplies and VCXO Supply Connected to DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

In this test case, all supply pins of LMK04616 are connected to the DC-DC converter supplying the 3.3-V output. The VXCO is also connected to the same supply. As we can see in the phase noise plot in Figure 15, there is a significant degradation in the phase noise performance at offset frequencies below 100 KHz. This configuration is presented here as a test configuration only and should not be used.

![Supply Configuration Diagram]

Figure 14. All LMK0461x Supplies and VCXO Supply Connected to DC-DC Converter

![Phase Noise Plot]

Figure 15. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 14
4.1.8 All LMK046xx Supplies Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V) and VCXO Connected to Separate LDO

The supply config is shown in Figure 16. Compared to the supply connections shown in Figure 14, the only difference is that the VCXO is supplied through a separate LDO and all the supply pins of the LMK04616 are supplied with the DC-DC converter at 3.3-V output voltage. The phase noise plot in Figure 17 shows degradation in phase noise at offset frequencies <10 KHz.

![Figure 16. VCXO Connected to Separate LDO](image)

![Figure 17. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 16](image)
4.1.9 All LMK046xx Supplies Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V) Except VDD_PLL1

In this test configuration, the VDD_PLL1 is connected to the 3.3-V output from a low-noise LDO, and all the other supplies are connected to the 3.3-V output of the DC-DC converter (see Figure 18). Compared to the supply configuration shown in Figure 16, the phase noise at 100-Hz offset is better, but still worse for offset frequencies < 10 KHz when comparing against the phase noise plot shown in Figure 3.

Figure 18. All LMK046xx Supplies Connected to DC-DC Converter (3.3 V) Except VDD_PLL1

Figure 19. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 18

4.1.10 All LMK046xx Supplies Connected to DC-DC Converter (3.3 V) Except VDD_PLL1 and VDD_PLL2OSC

In this test configuration shown in Figure 20, both VDD_PLL1 and VDD_PLL2 are connected to the output of low-noise LDO, and all other supplies of the LMK04616 are connected to the output of the DC-DC converter. There is an improvement in the phase noise at 100-Hz offset compared to the supply configuration shown in Figure 18.

Figure 20. All LMK046xx Supplies Connected to DC-DC (3.3 V) Except VDD_PLL1 and VDD_PLL2OSC
4.1.11  **Without Ferrite Bead and Decoupling Capacitor on Output Supply**

As shown in the Figure 22, the ferrite bead and the decoupling capacitor is removed from the VDDO_0 supply and the phase noise measurement is performed on OUT0/OUT0* output. The spurs from the DC-DC converter can be seen in the Phase noise plot of the clock output.

![Figure 22. Removed Ferrite Bead and Decoupling Capacitor on Output Supply](image-url)
4.2 **DC-DC Converter - TPS62743**

The TPS62743 is a high-efficiency, step-down converter with ultra-low quiescent current of typical 360 nA. The output voltage can be programmed using the select pins. The typical switching frequency is 1.2 MHz and output ripple < 15 mV with $C_{\text{OUT}} = 10 \, \mu\text{F}$. The LMK04616 output clock phase noise measurements using TPS62743EVM as a supply source are shown in Section 4.2.1.

4.2.1 **All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (1.8 V)**

All the output supplies are connected to the DC-DC converter 1.8-V output and other supplies are connected to the LDOs as shown in Figure 2. The phase noise performance of the output clock is shown in Figure 24.

![Figure 23. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 22](image)

![Figure 24. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 2 and TPS62743](image)
4.2.2 All LMK046xx Supplies Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

In this test configuration, the DC-DC is configured for 3.3-V output voltage and all the LMK04616 supply pins are connected to the DC-DC converter output voltage. The supply configuration is shown in Figure 16. The noise plot in Figure 25 shows significant degradation for offset frequencies < 10 KHz.

![Figure 25. CLKout/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 16 and TPS62743](image)

4.2.3 All LMK046xx Supplies Except VDD_PLL1 Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

Compared to the supply configuration used in Figure 25, the VDD_PLL1 is excluded from the DC-DC converter and is supplied with the low-noise LDO. The supply configuration is shown in Figure 18. The phase noise plot in Figure 26 shows improvement compared to when all supplies are connected to the DC-DC converter, but still shows degradation compared to the phase noise when using the recommended supply configuration.

![Figure 26. CLKout/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 18 and TPS62743](image)
4.3 **DC-DC Converter - TPS62240**

The TPS6224x device is a highly efficient 2.25-MHz synchronous, step-down DC-DC converter. The device provides up to 300-mA output current from a single Li-Ion cell.

4.3.1 **All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (1.8 V)**

The TPS62240EVM provides the 1.8-V output voltage and the device is connected as shown in Figure 2 (recommended supply connections). The phase noise of the output clock is shown in Figure 27.

![Figure 27. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 2 and TPS62240](image)

4.4 **DC-DC Converter - TPS62621**

TPS62621 is a 6-MHz, synchronous, step-down DC-DC converter optimized for battery-powered, portable applications. Intended for low-power applications, the TPS62621 support up to 600-mA load current and allows the use of cost-effective chip inductor and capacitors. The output peak-to-peak ripple voltage is 5 mV at 300-mA load current.
4.4.1 All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (1.8 V)

The TPS62621EVM is configured to supply 1.8-V output and the supply connection, as shown in Figure 2, and is used for this DC-DC converter, also. The phase noise plot is shown in Figure 28.

4.5 DC-DC Converter - TPS62231

The TPS6223x device family is a 3-MHz, synchronous, step-down DC-DC converter ideal for space-optimized automotive and industrial applications. The peak-to-peak output ripple with \( L = 2.2 \, \mu \text{H} \) and \( C_O = 4.7 \, \mu \text{F} \) is < 10 mV at \( I_{\text{OUT}} = 300 \, \text{mA} \). The device supports up to 500-mA output current and allows the use of tiny and cost-effective chip inductors and capacitors.

4.5.1 All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (1.8 V)

The recommended supply configuration is used for the phase noise measurement with TPS62231EVM as shown in Figure 2. The output clock phase noise is shown in Figure 29.
## 4.6 DC-DC Converter - TPS62080

The TPS6208x devices are a family of high-frequency, synchronous, step-down converters. The converter focuses on high efficiency, step-down conversion over a wide output current range. At medium to heavy loads, the converter operates in PWM mode and automatically enters Power Save Mode operation at light load currents to maintain high efficiency over the entire load current range. The DC-DC converter operates at a nominal frequency of 3 MHz.

### 4.6.1 All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (1.8 V)

The recommended supply connection are used for TPS62080EVM as shown in Figure 2 and the phase noise results are shown in Figure 30.

![Figure 30. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 2 and TPS62080](image)

## 4.7 DC-DC Converter - TPS54320

The TPS54320 is a full featured 17-V, 3-A synchronous step-down converter which is optimized for small designs through high efficiency and integrated high-side and low-side MOSFETs. The default EVM configuration of the TPS54320EVM is used for the LMK04616 measurements. The switching frequency on the TPS54320EVM is set at a nominal 480 kHz. The converter specifies an output ripple voltage of 10 mV_{pp} at I_{out} = 3 A.
4.7.1 All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

The recommended supply connection are used for to supply LMK04616 by the TPS54320EVM as shown in Figure 2 and the phase noise results are shown in Figure 31. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 2 and TPS54320

4.7.2 All LMK04616 Supplies and VCXO Supply Connected to DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

All supply pins of LMK04616 are connected to the DC-DC converter supplying the 3.3-V output. The VXCO is also connected to the same supply. The supply configuration is shown in As we can see in the phase noise plot in , there is a significant degradation in the phase noise performance at offset frequencies below 100 KHz. This configuration is presented here as a test configuration only and is not recommended to be used.

Figure 32. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 14
4.7.3 All LMK046xx Supplies Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V) and VCXO Connected to Separate LDO

The supply config is shown in Figure 16. Compared to the supply connections shown in Figure 14, the difference is that the VCXO is supplied through a separate LDO and all the supply pins of the LMK04616 are supplied with the DC-DC converter at 3.3-V output voltage. The phase noise plot in shows degradation in phase noise at offset frequencies < 10 KHz.

![Phase Noise Plot](image)

Figure 33. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 16

4.8 DC-DC Converter - TPS54620

The TPS54620 in thermally enhanced 17-V, 6-A, synchronous, step-down converter which is optimized for small designs through high efficiency and integrating the high-side and low-side MOSFETs. The default EVM configuration of the TPS54620EVM is used for the LMK04616 measurements. The switching frequency is externally set at a nominal 480 kHz. The output ripple is specified at 20-mV peak-to-peak at full load.
4.8.1 All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (3.3 V)

The recommended supply connection are used to supply LMK04616 by the TPS54320EVM as shown in Figure 2 and the phase noise results are shown in Figure 34.

![Figure 34. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 2 and TPS54620](image)

4.9 DC-DC Converter - TPS54418

The TPS54418 is a 2.95-V to 6-V Input, 4-A Output, 2-MHz, Synchronous Step-Down Switcher With Integrated FETs, and minimizing the device footprint with a small, 3 mm × 3 mm, thermally enhanced, QFN package. The output ripple at full load I<sub>OUT</sub> is < 10-mV Peak-to-Peak as per the measurements in TPS54418EVM user guide.

4.9.1 All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (1.8V)

The recommended supply connection are used to supply LMK04616 by the TPS54418EVM as shown in Figure 2 and the phase noise results are shown in Figure 35.

![Figure 35. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 2 and TPS54418](image)
4.10 DC-DC Converter - TPS54824

The TPS54824 DC-DC converter is a synchronous buck converter designed to provide up to an 8-A output. The input (VIN) is rated for 4.5 V to 17 V. The RT/CLK pin is configured for 700-kHz switching frequency. The high-side and low-side MOSFETs are incorporated inside the TPS54824 package along with the gate-drive circuitry. The EVM is configured for VIN = 12 V and an output voltage of 1.8 V. The output voltage ripple is specified as 11 mV at 8-A output current.

4.10.1 All Output Supplies VDDO_X/Y Powered by the DC-DC Converter (1.8 V)

The recommended supply connection are used to supply LMK04616 by the TPS54824EVM as shown in

![Figure 36. CLKoutX/X* Phase Noise for Supply Config Shown in Figure 2 and TPS54824](image)

5 Conclusion

As seen in the previous sections, the LMK0461x output clock phase noise performance is very similar when selecting the DC-DC converters presented in Section 3.1 and using the recommended supply configuration. In addition, the impact of the LMK0461x phase noise performance while connecting the different supply pins to the DC-DC converter instead of the low-noise LDO is shown. As already seen, the phase noise performance for offset frequencies < 100 KHz degrades significantly when VCXO supply is powered by the DC-DC converter. Also, when all LMK0461x supply pins are connected to the DC-DC converter, there is a significant drop in the phase noise performance for offset frequencies < 10 KHz. The performance gets better when both VDD_PLL1 and VDD_PLL2OSC are connected to the low-noise LDO while all other pins are supplied through the DC-DC converter. The best performance is obtained when the DC-DC converter is used as shown in the recommended supply connections.
A.1 **TPS62150EVM**

See [TPS62130EVM-505, TPS62140EVM-505, and TPS62150EVM-505 Evaluation Modules](SLVU437) for more information.

![TPS62150 EVM Schematic](image)

**Figure 37. TPS62150 EVM Schematic**
A.2 **TPS62743EVM**

See *TPS62743EVM-689 Evaluation Module User's Guide* (SLVUAF5) for more information.

![Figure 38. TPS62743 EVM Schematic](image-url)
A.3  **TPS62240EVM**

See *TPS622x0EVM-229 User's Guide* (SLVU216) for more information.

![Figure 39. TPS62240 EVM Schematic](image)

A.4  **TPS62621EVM**

See *TPS6261x/2x/6xEVM-419 User Guide* (SLVS292) for more information.

![Figure 40. TPS62621 EVM Schematic](image)
A.5  **TPS62231EVM**


![TPS62231 EVM Schematic](image1)

**Figure 41. TPS62231 EVM Schematic**

A.6  **TPS62080EVM**

See [TPS62080, 1.2A, High-Efficiency, Step-Down Converter in 2x2mm SON Package](https://www.ti.com/lit/ds/slaawf9b/slaawf9b.pdf) (SLVU497) user's guide for more information.

![TPS62080 EVM Schematic](image2)

**Figure 42. TPS62080 EVM Schematic**
A.7 TPS54320EVM

See TPS54320 User’s Guide (SLVU380) for more information.

Figure 43. TPS54320 EVM Schematic

A.8 TPS54620EVM

See TPS54620EVM-374 6-A, SWIFT Regulator Evaluation Module (SLVU281) for more information.

Figure 44. TPS54620 EVM Schematic
A.9 TPS54418EVM

See TPS54418EVM-375 4-A, SWIFT™ Regulator Evaluation (SLVU280) for more information.

A.10 TPS54824EVM

See TPS54824EVM-779 8A, SWIFT™ Regulator Evaluation Module (SLVUAX8) for more information.

Figure 45. TPS54418 EVM Schematic

Figure 46. TPS54824 EVM Schematic
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